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Migrants 
from Northern 
Region sold 
into Slavery 

uthorities in Ghana's Mission, Hisham Mishal Al-
Embassy in Saudi Suwailem, were unsuccessful. 
Arabia are worried In a telephone interview with A

over the continuous migration The ADVOCATE, Ghana's 
of young men and women from Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, 
the northern regions of Ghana Alhaji Said Sinare, said “these 
to the golf countries. They say a trafficked persons arrive in Saudi 
number of the youth from, only to be turned into slaves for 
especially, Tamale and its non-paying jobs.” 
suburbs, are sent into the golf He disclosed that dubious 
countries where they undergo agencies in Ghana perpetrating 
inhuman treatment. this act have been contracted by 

A source in Ghana's some Saudi Arabian groups to 
Embassy in Saudi Arabia, who recruit young men and women 
does not want to be mentioned, who are used for all kinds of jobs 
says there are persons in Ghana, including, prostitution, drug 
particularly in the Northern dealing and street hawking. Some 
Region, claiming to be agents of them die in the process without 
who can get jobs for people in any trace, while others are raped 
Saudi Arabia or in the golf and molested. 
countries. “I rescued one of the girls 

Checks by The from Kuwait a few months back. 
ADVOCATE at the Saudi She had second degree burns on 
Embassy in Ghana confirmed the her arms and body. She had to 
phenomenon but   efforts to speak undergo surgery, “ Alhaji Sinare 
with the Saudi Arabian Head of added.  “I have been taking care of 
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ajority of Senior High 
Schools in the Upper ME a s t  R e g i o n  a r e  

confronted with sanitation 
challenges as most of them lack 
basic hand washing facilities.

 This came to light when the 
Institute of Social Research and 
D e v e l o p m e n t  ( I S R A D )  i n  
collaboration with the Ghana 
Education Service (GES) with 
s p o n s o r s h i p  f r o m  U N I C E F  
u n d e r t o o k  a  s e n s i t i z a t i o n  
programme on the prevention of 
ebola and cholera diseases in ten 
Senior High Schools in the 
Bolgatanga Municipal and the 
Talensi District. 

 To  he lp  conf ron t  t he  
challenges, ISRAD, donated a set of 
“veronica”  buckets and bars of soap 
to each of the beneficiary schools 
after the students of the schools had 
been sensitized on  the prevention of 
ebola and cholera.  

  The beneficiary schools expected to act as ambassadors to and watched video documentary on  The Headmasters of the 
which include government and their respective schools and how cholera is  spread. beneficiary schools commended the 
private schools were the Bolgatanga communities by propagating and  The students who were also I S R A D  f o r  o rg a n i z i n g  t h e  
Senior High School, Bolgatanga sensitizing people on the prevention given contact mobile numbers   are programme, and UNICEF for 
Girls Senior High School, Zemse of the outbreak of cholera and ebola also expected to inform UNICEF funding it and said it would help 
Technical Senior , Zuarungu Senior diseases whilst teachers who also about any outbreak of cholera and solve some of the sanitation 
High school , Bolgatanga Technical benefited are also supposed to guide e b o l a  i n  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  problems in their schools. 
Institute, Golden Step Senior High the students to undertake the communities so that UNICEF would  Whilst the teachers who 
School, Ideal College, Rock activities. in turn inform the Ghana Health participated in the  programme gave 
Foundation Senior High School,  They were taken through the Service to respond swiftly to the the assurance that they would 
B o l g a t a n g a  C o m m u n i t y  signs , symptoms , the sources of health cases. support the students to embark upon 
Development Vocational Institute getting the diseases and how they are  Mr Abdul-Razak Issah , the  their assigned activities, the students 
and the Tongo Senior High School. being transmitted and prevented Regional Coordinator of ISRAD, pledged to perform the task assigned 

 In all, about 9541 students who after  having l is tened songs who spoke for the Executive them.
benefited from the programme are composed about ebola and cholera Director of the NGO, Dr Mu-Awia  The students took turns to ask 

Zakaria,   said the students are questions on sanitation issues  and 
expected to go back to their various answers were provided to them by 
schools and communities to act as the facilitators.
ambassadors by sensitizing the 
community members and students to 
avoid contracting diseases. 

 He explained that the main  
objective of the programme  was  to 
create awareness on  ebola and 
cholera diseases among the students 
of  the Senior High Schools,  and 
also inculcate in  them the  habit of 
washing their hands thoroughly with 
soap and running water.

 He admonished the students to 
ensure that they wash their hands  
with soap under running water  
immediately after performing any 
s a n i t a t i o n  r e l a t e d  a c t i v i t y   
particularly after visiting easing 
themselves.

Senior High Schools face 
sanitation challenges

A representative of ISRAD donating cartons of bar soap to one of the beneficiary schools

From Upper East 
Correspondent

Migrants from Northern Region 
Said Sinare, this is not the case 

her. They go through a lot of with the persons brought into 
torture. Saudi Arabia from Ghana. He 

“The agencies in Ghana are therefore asked the youth in Ghana 
paid 300 dollars for each person with the intention of embarking on 
they bring to Saudi Arabia”. such a trip with so-called agents to 

According to information on have a change of mind. '' You are 
the Embassy's website, it is the being deceived'' he added. 
responsibility of an employer or Alhaji Sinare called on the 
sponsor to arrange an Employment security agencies in Ghana to turn 
Visa (valid from 14 to 90 days) to their attention to “these selfish 
allow an employee entry into Saudi individuals who are selling citizens 
Arabia, and to subsequently apply to other countries in the name of 
for a resident permit. giving them jobs abroad.”

But according to Ambassador 

Contd. from page 1

CORRECTION

In a story in the last issue 
of TheADVOCATE, titled: 
“SADA’s Seed Capital 
Depleting”, we 
published  that SADA 
received Gh¢65million 
as seed capital.  The 
c o r r e c t  a m o u n t  i s  
GH¢165million.

wrongly 
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Youths Speak Up
n advocacy project Empowerment for Life (YEfL), areas like Northern Region,  The study goes on to say 
dubbed Youth Speak Up the Rural Media Network experience numerous challenges that “the youth often lack 
has been initiated in (RUMNET) and HOPIN to their development. Poor understanding about their role as A

four districts of the Northern Academy. educational background, lack of citizens in a democratic state with 
Region of Ghana to enable the  While YEfL is handling opportunities for employment and rights and responsibilities for 
youth in the area articulate community mobilization and exclusion from decision making themselves and for the state. 
their hopes and aspirations and education, RUMNET and HOPIN make it extremely hard for young Access to information and 
participate in decision making are handling community people to shape their own future knowledge is a tool for the youth 
on issues that affect their lives journalism and social media and voice the injustices that put to demand what they are entitled 
in their districts. respectively. them in this position of frustrating to from the duty bearers, but most 

The districts in which Youth The project is training the inaction.  youth are not well informed about 
Speak Up (YSU) operates are youth to use community According to the issues that could influence their 
Karaga, Kumbungu, Savelugu- journalism and social media to studies,“Youth are naturally development, such as government 
Nanton and Saboba. The project report and highlight social, seeking the company of their policies.”
will last 30 months. economic and development peers and trying to join forces in  Again, the youth is 

Youth Speak, which has problems in their various their quest for better conditions. hampered by inadequate basic 
been running for the past six communities, using radio and The number of youth education and lack of skills in 
months, is aimed at giving youths social media. organisations in the region is analysing and presenting issues, 
the skills and competencies in The primary target group is rapidly growing, but the as well as lack of confidence. 
community journalism and social 160 youth comprising 20 youth organisations have limited impact With improved access to 
media to enable them influence community journalists (CJs); 4 because of their weak capacity information and skills, the youth 
social, economic and development youth listener clubs (LCs) and level of organisation.” stand a better chance of holding 
decisions in their communities. consisting of 20-25 youths each; Furthermore, youth duty bearers accountable.  

and 4 Youth Centre Management movements or organisations have Despite the current 
Partners Committees (YCMCs) consisting limited access to media or other revolution in the media set up, 
The project is being funded of 11 members each. communication platforms. The and social media hubs springing 

by the Ghana Venskabsgrupperne vertical power structure continues up, its use and access still needs to 
i Denmark (GV), also known as Challenges to leave the majority of young be developed, especially in the 
The Ghana Friendship Groups. Studies carried out by GV people out of the decision-making northern parts of Ghana. 
The local implementing partners and YEfL indicated that youth in process at family, community and “Young people need skills 
for Youth Speak Up are Youth Ghana, and especially in deprived national levels. and some understanding of the 

underlying dynamics in order to 
really exploit the potential of 
media platforms to air views on 
developmental issues, raise issues, 
discuss and learn, as well as 
engage with duty bearers.   

Outcomes
By the end of the project the 

youth in the selected districts 
would have enhanced their ability 
to use media platforms in new and 
creative ways to address 
injustices, mobilize young people, 
and advocate for their rights.   

They would also have 
strengthened their communicative 
capacity, critical thinking skills 
and civic awareness for 
identifying and addressing 
injustices.  Above all, they would 
have had voice and platforms to 
address injustices and engage 
stakeholders and duty bearers in 
constructive debates.

So far, the youths have 
undergone 20 weeks of training in 
basic community journalism and 
social media tools.

Through Community Journalism and Social Media

YOUTH SPEAK UP Community Journalists in training 
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Delivering Good Governance 
through Citizen Participation
We, the people of Ghana, declared and affirmed in the 
preamble of our constitution that all powers of 
government spring from the “sovereign will of the 
people”. As a result, we have committed ourselves to 
universal adult suffrage; in other words, we will elect and 
replace governments through the exercise of our 
franchise.

the district level, one of the key for strategic engagement.
elements in the decentralised In fact, the District 
development planning system is the Assemblies and the sub-district 
participation of the local structures such as town/area 
communities in planning and councils and unit committees have 
decisions that affect their livelihood. not made meaningful impacts in 
Accordingly, the district transforming the livelihoods of local 
development planning process is communities in the districts. Rural 
expected to begin with the poverty is therefore an endemic 
participation of the local problem in Ghana.
communities in the identification of 
problems and determination of goals Way forward
and objectives from the unit Let us build the capacities of 
committee level through the the Assembly persons to enable 

However, as Carlos Santiso - transparency and functional town/area/zonal councils to the them galvanize their electorates into 
Senior Programme Officer of Inte accountability. District Assemblies. viable interest groups at the village 
rnational IDEA – observed: We have been paying lip  The district planning co- level for active participation in 
“Elections do not equal democracy”. service to transparency and ordinating units then interpret and decisions that affect their lives. Let 
Democracy is more than elections. accountability, which have been co-ordinate the district plans into our District Assemblies do more of 

flogged enough, abused and medium-term development plans for community engagement.What happens between elections – 
bastardised. But one of the ways to consideration of the executive Community engagement is governing – is equally important 
check the abuse of these values is committee of the District an important principle in the for a vibrant democracy. We have 
through public participation in Assemblies and debate by the planning and decision making opted for democratic governance – 
governance, at both the local and assembly. The approved district process of local government. Quality which they say, is a “form of 
national levels. However, for now, development plan is then forwarded consultation and engagement are government in which sovereign 
let's talk about local government. to the regional co-ordinating essential foundations of good power resides in the people and is 

Decentralisation and councils for co-ordination and governance. With effective exercised by them or by officers 
Community participation harmonisation. communication, dialogue and they elect to represent them”

Emerging democracies face However, that is not what is increased involvement, Assemblies Apparently, democratic 
major difficulties meeting public happening on the ground. District will be better positioned to make governance, if it is anything to go 
expectations, and as nations Assemblies carry out their informed decisions about issues that by, is missing in our national polity. 
decentralize, citizens increasingly development planning without as affect the local communities. For, after elections, the people 
look to local governments for much as involving their Community involvement in the virtually fold their arms and watch 
solutions. Yet at the local level, the communities. They have put aside implementation of projects is a while the politicians in government 
democratic process and its ability to the rules and regulations for critical element of strengthening formulate polices and take decisions 
meet constituent demands are often community participation in setting local communities and increasing that do not reflect the needs, hopes 
weak or inefficient. district development priorities and the bonds between the Assemblies and aspirations of the masses.

Under the Local Government taken off at a conspicuously parallel and community members. Remember “elections do not 
Act 462 of 1993, District tangent. Consequently, more often, Quality consultation and equal democracy”. It is high time 
Assemblies have executive, their development priorities do not engagement are building blocks for we, as a nation, applied our psyche 
deliberative and technical support reflect community needs, hopes and good governance. Local to the tenets of good governance and 
services to articulate the views and aspirations. governments that inform, consult uphold public participation in 

and listen to their local setting our national development 
communities, and communities priorities. The current social and 
which are engaged and participate in economic drift requires massive 
their governance, make for healthy information flow to, and 
democracies and involved citizens.empowerment of, citizens as well as 

 Public participation in inclusive consultations.
governance requires a strong will The governance structures 
from all concerned – from the side that we have adopted for our 

aspirations of the local communities of the citizens whose trust in national polity are edifying but our 
for development at the district level.  Assembly Members political institutions needs to be attitudes towards utilizing them are, 
This function assists the District Most of the Assembly bolstered, and also on the side of to say the least, appalling. One of 
Assemblies not only to prepare members who are supposed to government officials who need to be the ways in which we can make the 
district development plans but also articulate the development needs of willing to bring greater equality to governance structures work is 
to subject such plans to public their electorates do not understand the power relations between through public participation in 
hearings. their roles and responsibilities much themselves and citizens.setting development priorities, 

With regard to planning at more to marshal their communities' 

Elections do not equal democracy
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MISSION

To catalyze the transformation 
of the NSEZ through citizens' 
m o b i l i z a t i o n ;  s t r a t e g i c  
P l a n n i n g ;  s u c c e s s f u l  
coordination, collaboration 
and facilitation (CCF), for 
effective public sector delivery 
and private sector investment.LinkSADA

Rice Production, 
Warehousing 

At Sene West District
he Sene West District in 
the Brong Ahafo Region 
of Ghana has been T

selected by the Savanna 
Accelerated Development 
Authority (SADA) for rice 
production and warehousing 
projects.

Rice Production
 Located in a region widely 

identified as the food basket of the 
country, Sene West District 
produces about 29884.8ha of rice 
and 28457ha of maize per annum. 
There is an ever increasing demand 
for rice products in the country 
year- in- year out. Local farmers 
have not been able to meet the 
production capacity needed to meet 
consumption in the country.

 Aside importation of 
various varieties of rice from other 
rice producing countries by the 
government and other individual 
entrepreneurs, efforts are being 
made to help farmers attain a 
certain level of production capacity. 
In order to meet challenges of at meager prices during bumper well as illegal human activities. bumper harvests. As they make 
under production, SADA, in harvest seasons. This is in an better profits their income level will 
association with other stakeholders attempt to ensure harvests do not Expected Benefits also increase accordingly.
and supporting associates, looks go waste. These farmers do not The projects will ensure Qualified and energetic 
forward to helping rice and maize have storage structures for their increase in yields and storage to labour force in the district could be 
farmers increase their production, goods. The provision of meet the level of consumption in recruited, trained and employed to 
through support in various agro and warehousing structures in the Sene the country. This will reduce the serve as security personnel at the 
economic forms. District will help to ensure that rice threat to food shortages as the various warehouses to protect the 

and maize crops harvested are well cultivation capacity of farmers will facilities.
Warehousing kept in their very best conditions. be enhanced. This project will facilitate 
Majority of farmers face a These warehousing structures will Returns on farming inputs development in the district and 

daunting task of storing their yield ensure that food crops are protected will increase significantly as other surrounding districts through 
after production. As a result they from bad weather conditions and farmers and merchants will sell at other related economic activities.
are forced to sell them off quickly temperature, pests and rodents as reasonable prices even during 

Farouk KASSIM
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The Cost of Gold: 
Gbane Community Marginalised 

result  compensat ion became a  The company however disregarded the When contacted, officials of the 
challenge. commission's order with impunity. Mineral Commission in Bolga refused to 

Protests and cancellation of land “The most annoying of all these is comment.  Ernest Okyere, Upper East 
agreement that the company does not inform the Regional Manager of the Mineral 

Immediately, the Chinese mining community when blasting will take place. Commission said he does not have 
company moved to site and destruction They do it anytime which disrupts permission to speak to the issue.
of the land surface began. Farmers and teaching and learning”, a teacher told Mr. Maxwell Awumah and Joseph 
community people were ejected without this reporter. Anokye, the PRO and Human Resource 
prior notice. A vertical shaft was The head teacher of St Anthony manager respectively of 
constructed in the middle of houses primary school, Francis Naleog said  in separate interviews, accused 
while debris were dumped everywhere. “School children as you can see are the Assembly member for Gaare-Gbane 

The pollution, destruction and playing around yet stone blasting Electoral Area, Mr. Zumah, of instigating 
the disregards for people's rights and happens anytime”. the communities against the company. 
livelihood attracted the attention of the He feared that if nothing was They debunked allegation of bribery, 
heads of Yilzugdem and Tindaandem done immediately anything could harassment and intimidation labeled 
communities whose people's farm lands happen. The headteacher's appeal for against the company.
were affected to raise alarm. They relocation of the school yielded no The PRO however confirmed to 

n August 10, 2009 the chief of subsequently petitioned the Tongo result. the paper that Yenyeya Mining Group, 
Gbane, a farming community in Tradit ional  Counci l  over  i l legal  Accusations of bribery one of their clients has difficulties in Othe Talensi District in the Upper acquisition and occupation of land by a The Assembly Member for Gaare- renewing its license and that there were 

E a s t  R e g i o n  o f  G h a n a ,  N a b a  Chinese mining company. Gbane Electoral Area Bismark N.S Zumah issues hindering the renewal. They 
Porbortaaba Nabil thumb-printed a Disapproval of land agreement accused Shaanxi Mining Ghana, explained that Shaanxi Mining Ghana 
document without knowing details of The Tongo Traditional Council Porbortaaba and Yenyeya Mining Groups does not own the concessions but is 
its content. acting upon the petition filed by the of illegal land grabbing. He said the providing mining support service to 

Unknown to the chief, he had heads of Yilzugdem and Tindaandem companies used illegal means to acquire Yenyeya and Porbortaba mining Groups.
approved 747.41 acres of his people's communities ruled null and void the said 747.41 acres of land. The PRO and HR manager would 
farm land to two small scale mining land agreement allegedly entered into by The assembly member said not also agree to the assertion that the 
companies known as Yenyeya and the Gbane chief with the miners led by a Shaaxi Mining Ghana also circumvented vehicles and computers they donated to 
Porbortaba mining Groups and their Chinese mining company, Shaanxi the mining law of Ghana with impunity. the chiefs, the Assembly, Regional 
Chinese partner, Shaanxi Mining Ghana. Mining Ghana. The Council also directed The miners allegedly used three Coordinating Council and Ghana Police 
The chief at the time did not have the that a letter be jointly written by all the key people to get the consent of the Service were to win their support.
consent of his people or clan heads. four sections of Gbane and Tongo-Rana illiterate Gbane chief. “This is a land They said it was done as part of 

This document was said to have to withdraw the said land agreement for grabbing conspiracy”, he said. their corporate social responsibilities. 
been prepared by the management of 747.41 acres of land to Shaanxi Mining Mr. Zumah said he has been The PRO also denied that  the 
these small scale mining companies to Ghana to use for mining purposes. arrested severally for leading protests management lured the chief of Gbane to 
outwit the chief and his people, which The ruling dated 12 July 2012 and against the miners. The company has approve 747.41 acres of land and that 
they succeeded. signed by Tongo Rana and president of always used the Ghana police to the said agreement was done by 

The chief of Gbane, Naba the traditional council, Sakosong Lebeg intimidate and harass them in order to unknown persons with intention to 
Porbortaaba Nabil did not go to school Gbiamer, and Baare Naab, Winkogo shut them up. “I have been imprisoned attract investment.
and could not read or write. Portions of Naab, and Tengzuk Naab as council several times for leading community Mr. Aboagye said the demand for 
the content of the land document was members was communicated to all the protests to reclaim our land” he said. the removal of the vertical head frame 
hurriedly read and wrongly interpreted interested parties. In the heat of protests, the mining means the mining activities should stop 
to him before he thumb-printed it. Role of mineral commission companies handpicked 43 persons out of and that huge sums of money had been 

The said letter was under the T h e  o f f i c i a l s  o f  m i n e r a l  over 552 people whose land were sunk into the project. He said they have 
heading “Release of Land for Surface Use commission claims that Shaaxi Mining destroyed for compensation. “As we paid compensation to 43 affected 
at Designated Small Scale Mining Area in Ghana complied with the laws of Ghana speak today, Shaanxi Mining Ghana farmers instead of over 500 believed to 
the Talensi-Nabdam District in the Upper turned to be false. It was uncovered that continues to occupy and operate on have been affected.
East Region of Ghana”. the larger community was unaware of unauthorized land.  What surprises me is On how the affected persons 

Fraudulent acquisition of Land the acquisition of land for mining the deliberate failure of the Mineral were identified the HR Manager said the 
The said document parting purposes. Besides, until the community Commission to enforce their own company worked with landowners to 

747.41 acres of farm land reads in part petitioned the commission, nothing was directive”, Mr. Zumah said.  He added, identify the beneficiaries. This, the 
“This is to certify that the chief of Gbane, done to stop the miners from the “We are helpless, our rights have been Assembly Member said, was stage 

thNaba Porbortaaba Nabil, has on 10  destroying the land. suppressed”. managed and inappropriate.
August 2009 consented to the request Commission's Investigation He said when the protests were The District Chief Executive for 
made by Yenyeya and Porbortaaba Upon receipt of a petition from ongo ing ,  Shaax i  min ing  Ghana  Talensi Awunnore Edward also denied 
mining groups and Shaanxi mining the community led by the assembly distributed vehicles to chiefs and opinion t h a t  t h e  A s s e m b l y  h a d  b e e n  
Ghana limited to release land shewed member, the commission undertook leaders including the District Assembly compromised and that a District Task 
edged pink and covering an area of seven what they claimed was an independent and computers to the Regional force has been constituted to help deal 
hundred and forty seven point forty-one investigation which found Shaaxi mining Coordinating Council and Ghana Police with the issues in the mining area. On the 
acres (747.41) as indicated on the Ghana guilty of the charges brought Service in Bolga. relocation of schools, the DCE said he 
attached site plan endorsed by me to be One Baabii Daniel Tu also acceded signed onto the documents. was deceived to approve lands to these later that he had parted away 747.41 against them. Operating without valid mining license was unaware that talks between the 
fenced out for the construction of a mine to the document as a witness to make it According to  sources within miners way above the legal requirement acres of farmland to the miners”, my The so-called investigation Yenyeya Mining Group, on whose management of Bonsa International 
shaft, installation of plants, construction authentic and legal. Also, Awudu Pagra Gbane Chief's Palace, the management of the land size for small scale mining. source said. subsequently directed the company to: concession the Shaanxi Mining Ghana is School and Shaanxi mining Ghana has 
of a residential accommodation and safe Nnabil,  Charles Ndanbon and Liu of these companies took the advantage  “The chief was aware that Three key unnamed persons immediately remove the vertical shaft, operating has no valid license. The stalled and promised to look into the 
keeping of equipment and their Xiaoqing as CEOs of Porbortaba Mining of the chief's inability to read and write  owns only 25-acre concession at allegedly conspired and manipulated the move out of unauthorized land area, license granted the small scale miner matter. 
trucks…”. Group, Yenyeya Mining Group and to illegally acquire large tracts of farm Gbane mining area and thump-printed illiterate chief to part away with a large relocate a public school, and desist from expired two years ago and has since not 

Shaanxi Mining Ghana respectively also lands. It was later realized that the chief with that fair knowledge only to realize tract of community land to miners. As a dumping mine waste indiscriminately. been renewed.

 
Charles

Shaanxi Mining 
Ghana

The Chinese mining 
shaft in the middle 
of the village

Francis NPONG, 
Gbane
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FOCUS on: Brong Ahafo Region
th

The Brong Ahafo Region was created on 4  April 1959 and covers 
an area of 39,557 square kilometers and the second largest region 
in Ghana (16.6%). The region shares boundaries with the 
Northern Region to the north, the Ashanti  and Western Regions to 
the south, the Volta Region to the east, the Eastern Region to the 
southeast and Cote d'Ivoire to the west. The region lies in the 
forest zone and is a major cocoa and timber producing area.

 The northern part of the region lies in the savannah zone and is a 
major grain-and tuber-producing region. The region has a 
population of 1,815,408, indicating an intercensal growth rate of 
2.5 per cent over the 1984 population figure. Enumeration 
covered all the 17,546 localities in the region. Brong Ahafo has 27 
administrative districts, with District Chief Executives (DCEs) as 
the political heads. Five of these districts fall within the SADE 
Zone, these are Kintampo North, Kintampo South, Sene West, Pru 
and Tain Districts, the Volta Region

TOURIST ATTRACTION
Brong Ahafo region has rivers that create beautiful tourist 
attractions as they flow on rocky landscapes. The Pumpum River 
falls 70 meters down some beautiful rocky steps to form the 
Kintampo Falls, 7 kilometers west of Kintampo, (the centre point 
of the country), also provides a scenic beauty as River Oyoko 
gently flows over a series of cascades towards the Black Volta. 

Another scenic site is the River Tano Pool which houses sacred 
fish that are jealously protected by the local community who live 
along the river near Techiman. There is also a pool on the 
Atweredaa River, which runs through the Techiman market. 
Other tourist attractions are caves, sanctuaries and groves. The 
Boabeng-fiema Monkey sanctuary, located 22 kilometres north of 
Nkoranza, covers a forest area of 4.4 square kilometers. It serves 
as home for black and white colobus and mona monkeys.

 The forest also provides a natural habitat for different species of 
butterfly. Buoyem caves, which are hidden in a dry semi-
deciduous forest, house a large colony of rosetta fruit bats. The 
Pinihini Amovi caves are also historic underground caves near 
Fiema. Also, the Tanoboase Sacred Grove, believed to be the 
cradle of Brong civilization is a must see.

ECONOMIC POTENTIALS
Agriculture and related work is the major occupation in all 
districts, accounting for 66.4 percent of the region's economically 
active population. It is the main occupation for about two-thirds of 
the economically active group in the region. The most urbanized 
districts in the region are Sunyani, Berekum and Techiman. 
Fishing is the second major industry in Sene and Atebubu because 
of the proximity of these districts to the Volta Lake. 

The manufacturing sector also employs a significant proportion 
of the workforce in the region. Several small-scale businesses 
engage in manufacturing of garments, leather products, metal 
fabrication and spare parts, carpentry and joinery, are scattered 
throughout the region. The concentrations are in Sunyani (the 
regional capital) and Kintampo (fabrication of farm implements, 
storage containers, donkey carts etc.), where a little over 10 
percent of the workforce is in manufacturing. 

BRONG AHAFO 
REGION
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Yabco Focus Company Limited 
creates employment in Upper East

expand to employ more 
people, more cold 
distribution vans, cold 

abco Focus storage facilities and a 
Company Limited bottling plant among others”, Yis improving the the CEO noted. 

nutritional status of the The Deputy CEO of 
people of the Upper East the Company, Mrs Linda 
Region as well as providing Baba Yabdow, who said she 
the youth with employment draws joy from the 
through fruit processing company's contribution to 
using indigenous economic the economic empowerment 
trees.   of the women in the area, 

The Company is the stated that the Company has   
first Company in the region won several awards. She 
to process, preserve and mentioned the seventh 
package fruit juice made Ghana Business and 
from the fruits of indigenous Financial Services 
economic trees such as the Excellence awards   in   2014  
baobab, tamarind and mango  organized by TOP BRASS 
for the local market in the under the auspices of the 
Region and parts of northern Ministry of Trade and  
Ghana, Ashanti and Greater Industry ,  Food and 
Accra regions. Beverages Award in  2015, 

   Apart from the Northern Business 
production of the fruit juice, Excellence Award in 2014 
the Company has established and 2015 for ingenuity and 
sachet water production and innovation and the 
car washing facilities in the Technoserve Engine award 
Bolgatanga Municipality (£6000),  among others.
which have all contributed to Mrs. Yabdow said 
the employment of the part of the sales of the 
people in the region products is ploughed back to 
particularly the youth. the development of 

   Speaking with the communities. She appealed 
Chief Executive Officer of to the public and institutions 
the Company, Mr Baba to patronize the products. 
Yabdow in Bolgatanga, he “When you buy a 
said through the product from the company, 
establishment of the often referred to as” the tree overemphasized as it is very for development , the you are contributing towards 
Company,  he has employed of life,  longitivity, wisdom, rich in vitamin C.  It contains company as part of its  the provision of portable 
about 40 youth who were prosperity and productivity”  six times of vitamin C of that corporate social drinking water to a deprived 
currently under the and has the lifespan of 3,000 of orange, six times richer in responsibility,  has  also community”. She 
Company's  pay roll . to 5,000 years could be potassium than banana than contributed to society emphasized.

   He said apart from found all over the Northern and twice as rich in calcium through the provision of The Company's range 
the direct employment his Ecological zone. as in milk. Most of the boreholes to some select of products is the Starr Fresh 
company has created in the   He said a research households in the communities including  Baobab fruit juice, the 
region, there are a lot of conducted by his outfit on communities especially the Kpale in the Nabdam District  tamarind fruit juice and the 
women groups in the rural the medicinal values of the rural settings of the northern and  Yikine in the mango fruit juice.  Most of 
areas who are usually baobab, tamarind and mango ecological zones, particularly Bolgatanga Municipality.  the company's products are 
engaged by the Company to fruits sold by the company Upper East Region,   depend Whilst commending patronized by hotels, 
harvest the baobab, tamarind revealed that they have a lot on the   leaves of baobab the Savannah Accelerated government departments for 
and mango fruits. of health benefits including trees   for the preparation of Development Authority workshops, keep fitters and 

Mr Yabdow  stated the reduction of blood sugar soup which is very (SADA) and Dr Ken Kwame school children. 
that the Northern Ecological levels, boosting of the nutritious.”, the CEO Kwaku , a philanthropist for Personalities such as 
Zones   not only abound  in immune system, aiding in stressed. supporting  the company  to heads of institutions, the 
human resource,  but was stress management and Mr Yabdow   said thrive, he appealed to SADA elderly and the youth 
also fully endowed with digestion, keeping body apart from  contributing to and other development patronize the products 
indigenous economic trees fitness, weight management employment in the region  , partners  for more support to because of its medicinal 
whose economic values of the body, lowering of reducing the perennial post expand  the company    to  values.  Meanwhile plans are 
could be harnessed to reduce cholesterol, prevention of harvest losses and  compliment government's far advanced by the company 
poverty and help  bridge the cancer, improving eye sight increasing   the income efforts at  creating  more jobs to include others particularly, 
gap between the Northern and alkalizing the body levels of fruit farmers; for the youth. watermelon juice, pineapple 
and Southern sectors. among others. protecting  and promoting    “We have a very juice, dawadawa juice, millet 

    He mentioned for The economic values the indigenous fruit tree vast land and what we need drink and butternut squash.
instance that the baobab tree, of the baobab tree cannot be species and harnessing  them most now is to be able to 

 

From Upper East 
Correspondent

Yabco staff packing 

processed fruits
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SADA: How Much Authority? 
World Wars. Twenty million dead! 
Maximum order. Total sanity! 
When I was growing up small, in 
my small Kunkua corner of my 
Gowrie village, there was a two-
gate house with two men who had 
a history. The house now has not 
four gates but four houses because 
of the march of nature and time. 
Songs were made by the women 
about one of the men who is now 
late. But the other who played 
oware with my old man, also now 
late, told his own stories with the 
classical pride of an old soldier. 
The world wars had reached far, 
even to my small corner. Nowhere 
safe, man. Nowhere safe.  

But what has all this to do 
with SADA? A Savanna 
Accelerated Development 
Authority, born by Act of 
Parliament 805  in 2010 and 
tasked with the simple problem of 
moving northern Ghana from a 
state of deprivation to a middle 
income zone like Singapore. What 
has SADA to do with colonialism 
and world wars? My fellow 
Ghanaian, it has everything. If 
there were no world wars, songs 
would not have been made about 
my old neighbor in the village to 
be revisited or at least mentioned 
by a latter day story teller from the 
SADA Zone.  If there were no 
colonialism, there wouldn't be 
SADA. Or there would be SADA 
in another form, another language, 
another hieroglyphics.    

The full meaning of SADA is 
Savanna Accelerated Development 
Authority. An Authority in 
Ghanaian language has powers 
extraordinary. Extraordinary 
powers have been given SADA to 
develop the northern savanna 
ecological zone (NSEZ) of 63 
districts at top speed. Acceleration 
is not speeding. It is speeding - 

time as a United Nations, in focus, our focus, the focus of all multiplying speed. I think it is By AGANA NSIIRE, 
Berlin, to share the world, or Ghanaians, is on SADA. I am told kindness for whole governments Public Health Physician 
rather, Africa. The World here that The World met in 1884 to that could not speed the north into 
refers to that northern corner of share because apparently some development to entrust this honor ealth is not merely the 
Planet Earth who have the were grabbing more than others. on the shoulders of an Authority. absence of disease but 
enviable history of the human Greed. And civilization has no But I think it is an even greater the total wellbeing of a H
Trinity: conquering, enslaving room for greed, only order. I think honor that a Sir Gordon person physically, mentally, 
and finally, colonizing the rest of the sharing did not go as planned. Guggisberg born in Canada, found socially and spiritually. Says 
the globe. Someone somewhere felt cheated. out he was after all British and who? Says World Health 

The bright and lone day star This is what life is about – this is took a Commission that brought Organisation(WHO), the world 
of Africa, the Osaegyefo Dr the normal. And to continue being him to Ghana as Governor body that knows it all. And they 
Kwame Nkrumah, puts a fourth normal, maintain sanity,  there General in those days they called should know, because the whole 
dimension, like a Lucifer, to this were calculated, logical solutions. colonial. So it was Gold Coast, not world gave them that charge.  I 
Trinity. He calls him If you cannot possess the jungle, Ghana. Plenty gold apart from am told a long time ago, The 
Neocolonialism.  But that will be possess those who possess the other things. Gold not to carve ear World met probably for the first 
for another day. Just now, my jungle and all is yours.  Two rings for my great grandmother 

“802 women were still dying in the Upper 
East Region in order to produce 100,000 

live babies”

Contd. on page 11
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and the gaps are sometimes What happens when the nurses at poverty, low educational levels and 
who wore elephant tusk on her left staggering. Tulugu CHPS have reached their poor access to health information 
arm as a mark of stature above This is scientific fact, not limits? messages. Most of the lands are 
other women. Ivory has long been tribal emotions.  It is strange that They will have to cross the now patched by desert and animal 
precious. But the gold was for the even scientists (we all want to call White Volta if their motorbike can rearing which used to be buoyant is 
Queen. Guggisberg was certain  ourselves scientists) raise carry the patient and dare the now on low ebb. Do you begin to 
that by ensuring that the strong and arguments as follows:  “There is moors before it even gets to the get the picture what the Authority, 
sturdy northerners trooped down poverty everywhere”. This I river bank. Tulugu is not this SADA, faces? So what authority 
south to dig it up from the belly of understand perfectly in politicians, writer's imagination. It is real in the really has been vested in the body 
the earth. Then our brothers and putting myself in their shoes. But a Dalun Sub district of Northern charged by the State of Ghana to 
sisters down south, luckier than us, scientist saying if there is 5.6% Region, 'over the seas'. What if the develop the north at top speed? Is it 
were shown how to weigh and note poverty here and 70.7% poverty nurse herself is sick? We lost one the authority to tell the Minister of 
down the quantity and quality of there, ignore it and use population like that a few years back because Health, give me all the drugs, 
these precious rocks on something as a factor to share the goods. I the colleague could not do anything CHPS and hospitals? Is it to tell the 
called paper. In other words, they have been faced with this dilemma about it. Are we not part of the Minister of Food and Agriculture, 
were schooled; educated to do the in my own working life when I had human race that lives in Geneva, give me all the irrigation systems 
tabulations while the northerners to argue with powers that be on the Washington, London, Paris, Accra, for my farmers because, you see, 
provided the back breaking, allocation of resources to the Johannesburg or Lome? Muddy, this year the rains are shy? Even if 
muscle-straining fatigues. Neither SADA Zone. impassable roads. No bridges over they produce the vegetables and 
northerner nor southerner  As recent as the 2010 narrow rivers. No ambulances even there are no preservation 
possessed the gold. All was for the population and housing census, 802 when there are roads and bridges. mechanisms, or no planes to cart 
Queen. Even the cocoa and timber women were still dying in the And when the ambulance arrives them immediately and straight to 
were bones for the farmer, flesh for Upper East Region in order to and takes the patient, it is all night Abuja, Cotonou or London, they 
Her Majesty.  Many, many years. produce 100,000 live babies - from say Gbongbon to Tatale town will all rot because there is just so 
Of course roads and rails were much fresh leaf a hungry stomach 
needed to cart things out, ports to can take in a few days, and the 
hold in stock, to ship and roll. middle people (men and women) 
Development had begun in earnest have parked their cars outside 
in downtown Gold Coast - a while having a good time inside, 
veritable Johannesburg, holding waiting precisely for that  – the 
Soweto and the hinterland at bay tomatoes  to start to rot, and then 
for labor. Man, for labor! Sizwe desperation, and then loot. Maybe 
Banzi is truly dead! the SADA Authority is to go 

By the time Guggisberg and straight to the source and demand: 
his successors were satisfied and Sir Tee, give me the keys to your 
packed to go, there was a clear vaults. I need all Sikaman dollars 
north-south divide since recognized for the SADA Zone! I mean short 
by socioeconomic analysts like of that I do not see the Authority of 
Shepherd who is emphatic that SADA. Or maybe there is? 
despite some efforts, no A paradigm shift!  A paradigm 
government since independence shift? My friend Adam Kaleem 
has had sufficient, real commitment says: You cannot become rich by 
to develop the north. I understand associating with the poor…” And 
even the so much touted free Tidagbe adds: “Unless you mean to 
secondary education for enslave them.” I heard the new 
northerners was not given on  a CEO of SADA talking the other 
silver platter but negotiated with day on TV. If I read him right, there 
Nkrumah by the few pioneer lights is a new paradigm shift – a make or 
of the north in exchange for not break. Wish to God he is given 
remaining a British Protectorate ALL THE SUPPORT by ALL 
outside independent Ghana.  GHANAIANS, so that if the 

Now SADA has the singular kayayie species still exists in 
responsibility to ensure, not just Ghana in the years to come, and 
that the north-south divide is new Sodom-and-Gomorrah 
erased, but that the NSEZ beachheads spring up on the Gulf 
accelerates development so that the Scientific fact. There are too few where there is no hospital, so they of Guinea shoreline causing floods 
zone quickly attains the status of a facilities and too few doctors and may continue to Yendi Hospital. and fire, it will not be northerners 
true middle income zone in nurses to take care of the burden of BID. Brought in dead! bearing the labels, if not the blame. 
agriculture, industry, health, nearly 6 million people scattered But for the health insurance, This is an appeal to all to help the 
education and culture. Over the over half the land area of Ghana premiums for which many are still SADA Zone out of the muck. The 
years, surveys of development and who produce most of the food not paying because they cannot toddling Authority seems poised to 
indicators have highlighted the for Ghana. It hurts to hear that a afford, the burden would have been face the great odds ahead. No 
poverty, illiteracy and disease whole district with a population of worse. And if only feeding was toddler, no matter how precocious 
burden of the savannah zone. For 35,000 has not a single midwife to adequate so that good nutritional and brave, can make it without a 
example the latest Ghana Living take care of expectant mothers even status and blood levels would parental hand. That means all 
Standards Survey (GLSS 6) today. Statistics make clear buffer the ill effects long enough to Ghana and all the international 
published in 2014 says only 5.6% statements for the scientist, not for get to the health facilities, it would community so that, once and for 
of Greater Accra is poor while 44.4 the layman so I will not use them. help. But no. The northern savanna all, we consign the legacy of 
% of Upper East, 50.4% of The main bridging factor for this ecological zone, the NSEZ, the Guggisberg to the SADA Zone and 
Northern and 70.7% of Upper West wide gap is what is called CHPS, historically and geographically the pessimistism of Shepherd to the 
Regions are poor. Infact the NSEZ where trained nurses are located deprived SADA Zone, suffers museum of history.  
remains the poorest in almost within communities to take care of chronically from high malnutrition Good luck, SADA. 
everything since time immemorial their health needs day and night. and anemia levels because of Long live Ghana! 

An Authority in 
Ghanaian language 

has powers 
extraordinary. 

Extraordinary powers 
have been given SADA 

to develop the 
northern savannah 

ecological zone

Contd. from page 10
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Abu Moro is New 
NRFA Chairman

the other contestant step down and offered 
to back Abdulai.

What was Abdulai's magic. For the 
first time in the history of the NRFA's 
elections a contender came up with a 
well-documented manifesto. Abdulai had 
a manifesto that outlined his plans for the 
development of football in the region. It 
includes juvenile and women's soccer.

Abdulai intends to secure new 
office accommodation for the NRFA, 
establish a website to promote the 
Association effectively and organize 
courses for club administrators.

He will advocate hundred percent 
increase in the Ghana Football 
association's budgetary allocations to the 
NRFA; he will reduce the affiliation fees 
and registration fees for division two 
football clubs by 50%.

According to Abdulai, he will 
organize information technology and 
communications workshops for club 
administrators and build their capacities to 
appreciate the need to expose themselves 
through the internet and other social 
media platforms.

Abdulai, who also have links with 
the Utrecht Football Club and the Dutch 
football Association, said he would liaise 
with them organize seminars for referees 
under the NRFA on the laws of the game. 
He will organize for coaching instructors 
from Holland to visit Tamale to assist 
their colleagues.

He said these days, colt soccer is 
nothing to write home about as it has been 
relegated to the background. “I will 
introduce mini-soccer for boys and girls 
that are under 12 years old.

“I will establish a working 
committee to look into the development 

hairmanship of the Northern thinking and panache to the fray. Abdulai of colts football and review the current 
Region Football Association Alhassan, aka Abu Moro, turned out to be structures for juvenile football.”
(NFA) has changed hands at Admun's doom. With regards to women's football, C

last! The position which had, more or The Tamale Stadium, venue of the Abdulai said: “I will engage and 
less, become the preserve of one man, election, was as usual, drenched in tension encourage Ghanaian companies to 
Alhaji Adam Munkaila, aka Admun, and fear whipped up by Admun and his sponsor women's football in the region 
now has a new occupant. henchmen. Admun had done all his and support the call to establish Women's 

Admun had occupied the NFA ground work including, reportedly, FA Cup Competition.”
chair for the past 21 years. In those years soliciting the assistance of chiefs and There is no doubt that Abdulai has 
he had literally declared it a no-go area as diviners. set ambitious targets for himself. But as a 
he fought tooth-and- nail to frustrate other But the die had been cast; it was budding football administrator, with 
contenders. Elections at the NFA were, for the end of Admun's monarchy. For, by the professional exposure, and the manager of 
Admun, a do-or-die affair. He employed time Abdulai and Admun made their a football academy it could safely be said 
every tactic under the sun to stay put. introductory speech and presented a gist that he knows what he is talking about.

There were times when Admun of their manifestos, it was evident which Alhassan will therefore represent  
employed the services of tugs and way the axe would fall. the Northern Region on the next National 
hoodlums to threaten and intimidate his Abdulai picked up the gauntlet and Executive Committee of the Ghana 
opponents. This time around he was scrammed with it, leaving Admun to lick Football Association. 
beaten to his own game by an unassuming his wounds with 49-30 votes.
young man who brought a lot of strategic Alhaji Karimu Mahama Starboy, 

Abdulai Alhassan (Abu Moro), New NRFA Chair
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